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Summary

- Although emergent technologies and online activism initially empowered nonviolent campaigns, activists are now challenged by authoritarian regimes armed with enhanced digital repression technologies.
- Interviews in nine countries reveal how activists are adapting to the new reality of sophisticated digital authoritarianism. Activists have made significant technical and organizational innovations, from routinizing end-to-end encryption and virtual private networks to adopting decentralized movement structures.
- Nevertheless, significant obstacles remain. Activists struggle with the trade-off between digital security and convenience, the difficulty in movement-level coordination, and the digital landscape’s ever-increasing technical complexity.
- Nonviolent activists are also struggling to confront powerful international technology companies that aid, whether through indifference or incompetence, digital autocrats in their repressive efforts.
- International supporters must both accelerate the pace of activists’ digital adaptations and obstruct autocratic innovation. Priority issues include rectifying geographic inequities in access to training, building cross-national activist networks, and tightening regulation to prevent the further diffusion of digital repression technologies.
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Introduction

Emergent technologies have transformed twenty-first-century nonviolent action. Following breathtaking advances in digital communication and the global expansion of internet access, activists have embraced emergent technologies to mobilize, organize, and amplify their demands. These technologies have enabled activists to rapidly coordinate decentralized, leaderless movements linked to both national peripheries and international audiences, to dramatically expose human rights abuses previously cloaked in plausible denialability, and to nurture vibrant civic discourses in online ecosystems liberated from traditional media gatekeepers. One is hard pressed to identify a contemporary nonviolent campaign that does not have a sizable online footprint. From Hong Kong to South Sudan to Venezuela and beyond, virtual space is a defining arena for nonviolent action.

These advantages of online activism were especially pronounced in the period surrounding the Arab Spring—early, youthful adopters quickly mastered the digital domain, leaving autocrats scrambling to contain unexpected outbursts of dissent. Some persist. Yet these euphoric early days gave way to digital repression, restricted online freedoms, and democratic backsliding. As documented in an earlier report by the US Institute of Peace and in a growing literature on digital authoritarianism, most activists now confront technologically savvy regimes armed with digital censorship, surveillance, and misinformation techniques. These more sophisticated digital autocracies are muzzling online critics, infiltrating opposition forums, monitoring activists both online and offline, and crafting legal and pseudo-legal architectures to coerce tech companies to facilitate repression.
The world’s autocracies are rapidly adapting to the digital era, evidenced by a steady drumbeat of arrests for online activism and diminishing digital rights across the globe.4 How are nonviolent activists weathering this storm, and what can they do to emerge stronger on the other side? This report documents how activists are adapting to new forms of digital repression, drawing on interviews with twenty-five activists from nine countries.5 These activists are mobilizing around a wide variety of issues and with different levels of experience—some are young digital rights activists, others seasoned advocates of democratization struggles, still others local-level peacebuilders.6 Their accounts illuminate the challenges activists face across a range of digital autocracies, from high-capacity regimes such as Russia and China to countries such as South Sudan or Bangladesh where the government has only recently adopted some of the key elements of digital repression.

The interviews highlighted three key trends:

• Activists have discovered many creative adaptations to the new reality of digital authoritarianism. Digital security measures are more common and better understood among activists today than even just a few years ago. More activists have adopted technologies, organizational structures, and community practices to communicate more securely, remain resilient in the face of digital repression, and continue to push for change. Some are even using advanced emergent technologies to further their activism in innovative ways.

• However, activists confront stubborn difficulties in adapting to digital authoritarianism and struggle to keep pace with sophisticated security regimes. Problems of convenience, movement-level coordination, and uncertainty about the ever-evolving digital security landscape leave activists vulnerable to digital repression. These problems are exacerbated by significant inequality of access to digital security training: activists in high-priority countries and urban areas enjoy easy access, whereas similarly at-risk activists in more marginal settings are neglected.

• Activists are fighting on multiple fronts, against not only repressive regimes but also tech companies that often prove indifferent or even hostile to their needs. Social media is an indispensable asset for activists, yet identity requirements and nontransparent, algorithmic content moderation stifle activism on such platforms. Likewise, tech companies profit from the sale of counterterror surveillance technology yet cynically shirk responsibility when autocrats wield these tools to silence dissidents.

To meet these challenges, activists and their international supporters need to accelerate the pace of activist innovation and obstruct the proliferation of digital repression technologies. Doing so will help tip the technological balance away from autocrats and back toward the nonviolent action campaigns that challenge them, thereby promoting the peace, democracy, and social justice that those movements aim to achieve.
Activists Adapt to Digital Repression

The digital authoritarian toolkit, in which authoritarian regimes use emergent technologies to engage in censorship, surveillance, and misinformation, initially caught many activists by surprise. Flush with optimism over the ways in which digital technology empowered activists to reach millions with a keystroke, most spoke of their initial assessments of these technologies as strictly positive. As one Russian activist put it, “Without the internet, we wouldn’t have a civil society.”

This appreciation for digital activism stemmed in large part from repressive regimes’ lack of technical expertise. Many approached the internet not just with indifference but also with active disdain, an attitude that left some of their ground-level personnel comically incompetent. For instance, an activist from Iran told a story about a friend who about a decade ago was interrogated for hours by police over the identity of a mysterious conspirator named Sarvar whom, they alleged, he had been discussing with a friend. After much confusion, the police produced the ostensibly incriminating emails, and the arrested activist realized that the interrogators had mistaken the term server for a female Persian name.

Yet, as documented extensively, most autocrats quickly learned from their early blunders, often in the aftermath of social media–fueled mass uprisings. The 2009 Green Revolution in Iran, Arab Spring uprisings in 2010 and 2011, and protests in Russia after the 2011 legislative elections were particularly prominent wake-up calls. China, which developed a high degree of technical capacity and control early on, was the innovative pioneer that other high-capacity autocrats sought to emulate. States such as Russia and Iran have leveraged new technology to enact comprehensive regimes of censorship, surveillance, and misinformation. High-profile arrests brought home the necessity of adaptation to nearly all activists from these countries.

In countries with less-developed digital repression infrastructure, the necessity for adaptation has been less apparent. Unconcerned by their governments’ rudimentary technical capacity, many activists continued to neglect even the basics of online digital hygiene, let alone comprehensive digital security protocols. Yet even in these countries, recent changes have given many activists cause to rethink their practices. An environmental activist from Bangladesh reported that few of their colleagues had previously thought seriously about online security. Passage of the country’s Digital Security Act in September 2018 and several instances in which regimes surveilled and publicized embarrassing private content from prominent activists has led these colleagues to radically change how they interact with the internet. Similarly, activists from South Sudan reported that they had only recently shifted to more secure digital platforms after instances of hacking smartphones and social media accounts.

Major revelations of advanced surveillance technologies have also shaped the adaptation conversation. In particular, many activists expressed concern about the Pegasus Project, which exposed the Israeli security firm NSO Group’s sale of their signature software to many authoritarian governments, which used it to surveil activists and opposition politicians. Whereas most phishing attacks require that the target click a link or open an email, Pegasus infects private electronic devices without any user action. Many activists mentioned Pegasus, and though most expressed confidence that their governments did not have the resources to widely deploy exploits like it, they pointed to it as an example of the increasingly pernicious tools of digital repression that autocrats have at their disposal.
Some activists also resisted the idea of responding to digital repression by implementing improved security practices, and a few pushed back against the idea of countering government surveillance at all. One digital security trainer pointed to a culture of martyrdom, or a feeling that evading surveillance was tacitly admitting to doing something wrong, and stressed the need to shift the conversation among activists from one focused on not having done anything wrong to one focused on how digital security preserves activist resilience for the long term. Yet even those who resented the necessity of doing so pointed to a slow adoption of specific tools to thwart digital repression.

The result of these processes has been a major uptick in interest in digital security and an evolving set of innovative adaptations to digital authoritarianism. The extent of their behavioral changes varied significantly, but all activists acknowledged the importance of adapting to new tools of digital repression and identified ways they have done so. As one interviewee put it:

"Before, say you had a workshop for activists and had two breakout sessions, one on fundraising and one on digital security. Back then, you'd have everybody in fundraising and nobody in digital security. But now, because this is increasingly a matter of life and death, you really see people learning about digital tools. Today, that workshop would maybe be 70 percent of people in fundraising and 30 percent in digital security."

**TECHNICAL ADAPTATIONS**

The first set of adaptations entails technical shifts in the tools, platforms, and devices that activists use to mobilize and coordinate their actions. Much of this process seeks to address the challenge of legibility—communications that "the state can readily access and interpret." Emergent technology makes the social and political world legible to authoritarian regimes, enabling them to comprehensively observe it with ease. Activists have thus sought to shift their technical practices into avenues that are illegible to potential government observers.

One key step is to transition from social media and communications platforms that can be easily censored or surveilled toward those that are kept private through robust encryption. Forms of online communication that employ end-to-end encryption (E2EE) are standard practice for most activists in more challenging environments, though they remain relatively rare in environments with less extreme government repression. Activists reported that many of the most prominent E2EE tools, such as the messaging platform Signal or the email service ProtonMail, are common among activist circles in their countries. Many activists report switching back and forth between these platforms for sensitive internal communications and more popular platforms such as WhatsApp or Facebook Messenger for less sensitive external communications.

Another important adaptation has been more consistent use of virtual private networks (VPNs). When a user connects to the internet through a VPN, the user's data goes from their computer to a third-party server via an encrypted connection. The third-party server then connects to the website or service the user wants to access and sends the data back to the user through that same encrypted connection. It thus prevents external parties from surveilling or censoring a user's web traffic. Because VPN servers are often located in other countries, they can also help users access international websites that their government censors domestically. All the Russian activists interviewed for this report, for instance, consider using a VPN to be basic standard
practice and do so every time they connect to the internet. An Iranian activist reported that “inside Iran, 99 percent of activists use a VPN.”

A third common technical adaptation has been in changing data storage practices. Activists reported that their most serious vulnerability was if the security forces detained them or one of their activist colleagues and thus gained possession of their phone or computer. With the physical device in hand, security forces were typically able to coerce activists into unlocking devices and subsequently access sensitive communication records and organizational documents. Activists reported several technical avenues to address this situation. One activist in Russia reported that they fully wiped their device of all messages and data every three days. This is an extreme approach, but many activists reported similar adaptations, turning on settings on messaging apps that would automatically delete messages, storing data solely on encrypted cloud servers rather than on physical devices, and fully wiping their device if they felt themselves to be in any imminent danger of arrest. Software that permitted remote deletion or codes to quickly delete data from the lock screen were also important.

NONTECHNICAL ADAPTATIONS

Perhaps even more important than technical adaptations have been nontechnical adaptations—modifications in movement-level practices and patterns of action that make activists more resilient to the challenges that digital authoritarianism poses.

For instance, the pro-democracy movement in Hong Kong, in addition to adopting many of the technical adaptations described, has also radically reshaped the movement’s structure. Whereas early communication moved outward from a small set of well-identified leaders to the broader movement, the need to guard against digital repression has led to a more diffuse, decentralized structure. Now, most movement activity takes place in open anonymous online forums such as LIHKG. These discussions use in-group language and tricks of Cantonese phrasing to distinguish movement participants from government saboteurs attempting to infiltrate the discussion. This shift has led to a radically horizontal movement structure in which tactics and strategy must be generally accepted by all participants. It has also enabled continued (though reduced) activism even in the face of severe government physical and digital repression.10
Hong Kong activists have blended this decentralized, anonymous online discussion board structure with an increase in in-person local activism as well, building networks in their neighborhoods that do not rely on digital mediation and thus are more difficult for the government to observe.

Several activists similarly described a meticulous focus on having “nothing to hide” as one of their key non-technical adaptations. They take all the technical steps they can to frustrate government surveillance and censorship efforts but treat any online communication, even on the most secure channels, as something that could be surveilled and used against them.

Another key non-technical adaptation is increasing social pressure among activist groups about the importance of digital security. Many groups, particularly those working against the most sophisticated digital autocrats, discussed developing detailed security protocols, which were a common topic of conversation among themselves and their activist colleagues. “It’s the first thing I think about when I wake up in the morning,” one democracy activist and digital security trainer said. An activist from Russia reported that they kept up their digital security protocols using a combination of lighthearted social shaming and hard professional consequences. “The first time we see somebody breaking the security protocol, usually by leaving a laptop open when they’re not using it, then they have to buy everybody in the office pizza. The second time, they get fired.”

Ongoing Challenges of Digital Security

Although activists are becoming more conscientious about online security, interviewees frequently expressed reservations about their efforts to adapt to digital authoritarianism. Four general and persistent challenges that movements face in the digital era emerge from their concerns.

**SECURITY-CONVENIENCE TRADE-OFF**

The first challenge is an issue commonly known as the security-convenience trade-off. More effective security measures tend to be more cumbersome and less user-friendly, and therefore less likely to be widely adopted by volunteer movement participants.

Perhaps the clearest example of the trade-off is the use of VPNs. As described earlier, many activists in especially repressive contexts use VPNs religiously. Others, however, neglected VPNs because they were difficult to access, slow, and seemingly unnecessary for “nonsensitive” online activity. Similarly, many activists report that although Signal is more secure than Telegram and WhatsApp, they still prefer WhatsApp’s functionality and have yet to fully migrate from older services. Several respondents also observed that anonymous chat groups are safer than identifiable ones, yet make participants more uncomfortable and less trusting, which discourages their use. These concerns pale in comparison to the rigors of a comprehensive security protocol, which can include routine data wipes, disposable “burner” phones, complex passwords,
encrypted drives, careful separation of activist and non-activist online personas, and plans for remote data destruction in the event of arrest, among other measures.

Some of the reluctance to adopt effective security protocols stems from group-level path dependency—activists need to engage with mass audiences and thus cannot easily transition from established platforms toward newer, more secure options that have yet to develop large user bases. But much of the problem is simple convenience. For instance, one Russian activist bemoaned the fact that some of his colleagues continue to use Mail.ru and Yandex, Russian-owned email and internet search providers with clear ties to the Kremlin, even though secure options like ProtonMail are readily available. Others discussed their efforts to convince friends and fellow activists to embrace new platforms or security practices, sometimes to little avail—as one digital security trainer from Iran quipped, “Activists just want to push a button and have everything solved.” User desire for convenience continues to hinder the adoption of best security practices.

**MOVEMENT-LEVEL COORDINATION**

Closely related to the security-convenience trade-off is the problem of movement-level coordination: although digital security starts with individuals, campaign security is a collective endeavor, and activists may be only as secure as their least-secure colleague.

The heart of this concern is the aforementioned legibility challenge. As we live more and more of our lives online, civic processes that were previously too subtle to notice or too complex to parse are now faithfully documented in friend lists, group memberships, geolocated photos, chat records, and search histories. Repressive regimes, especially those armed with advanced surveillance and automated data processing technologies, can exploit this data to identify and penetrate entire activist networks. One unwitting user's unlocked phone or hacked account may compromise many activists—as one Hong Kong activist grimly joked, “If I drop my phone, everyone on my team can go to hell.” Interviewees recounted harrowing episodes of regimes detaining activists, compelling them to unlock their devices, and then using the acquired information to build cases and track down more activists. One activist described the hacking of the Facebook group he co-administered, which temporarily gave police control over the group even though the other administrators were secure. These anecdotes help explain some respondents' frustration with others' failure to effectively safeguard their data. As the same Hong Kong activist asserted, careless colleagues are effectively “committing a team kill.”

Unfortunately, this coordination problem has no quick solutions. Widespread public adoption of best security practices would improve collective movement security, but in many countries digital hygiene standards are still lacking and slow to change. Within movements, activists can compartmentalize their contacts to limit the damage from any one breach, forging disconnected local networks within cities or neighborhoods. Indeed, decentralized mass movements naturally lend themselves toward this structure, though compartmentalization imposes coordination problems of its own and interviewees did not often mention it. More recently, many activists have embraced self-deleting messages in Signal, Instagram, and other platforms to avoid leaving a record on others' devices. These measures are helpful, but ultimately can only partially mitigate the risks of interconnected online activism.
A third challenge is the inherently complex and evolving nature of digital technology, which generates uncertainty among both activists and the public, and leaves activists struggling to understand and implement best practices.

Digital technology develops rapidly, often behind closed corporate doors, and the legal landscape remains murky. Apps and programs that are safe one day are compromised or blocked the next; regimes acquire new surveillance and censorship capabilities; apps change their privacy settings or terms of service; and companies grow more willing to cooperate with new local cybersecurity laws. Several Russian activists noted that the legal aspect is especially challenging because the Kremlin is rapidly reforming laws governing online speech, leaving activists uncertain about how they will be enforced in practice. Digital security basics can be found in many online guides, such as those provided by the Electronic Frontier Foundation (EFF), the Citizen Lab, Paradigm Initiative, and Security First’s Umbrella app. Yet these guides are often not translated for local languages and contexts and may not be accessible or even known to activists in countries where they are most needed. Moreover, the technical complexity of digital privacy techniques and the sheer volume of material can impose a steep learning curve on activists without a background in computer science.
Lacking authoritative sources on these matters, activists may struggle to stay up to date. Uncertainty and disagreement among activists about best security practices is common. For example, some respondents reported concerns about WhatsApp’s lack of security and data sharing practices even as others contended that the platform is encrypted and safe.13 An Iranian digital rights activist explained that confusion over even basic computer jargon made it difficult to assist Iranian activists trying to connect to a secure server.

A key aspect of this uncertainty is that activists usually learn that their security measures are vulnerable only after they have failed. In this respect, activists are often unfortunately reactive, not proactive. For instance, respondents learned to distrust Facebook groups or abandon infiltrated Telegram or WhatsApp groups only after those group’s administrators (in some cases their own accounts) had been hacked. By the same token, because activists usually cannot directly observe covert regime surveillance or hacking attempts in real time, they can never be fully confident that they have done enough to protect themselves from surveillance. The cognitive burden of uncertainty weighs heavily even on those activists who take all the recommended precautions.

One common response to this lack of knowledge is education and training programs. Some respondents had participated in digital security training and mastered the basics. Yet such training has limited reach—untrained respondents expressed concerns about their relative ignorance on the subject, and almost everyone wanted more guidance. Moreover, digital security training tended to reinforce inequities in activist access to the international community. Well-known groups in high-priority countries such as Russia can access training essentially at will, but those in countries such as South Sudan only rarely had access to digital security guidance. These access problems are exacerbated by worsening repression in that local digital rights groups restrict their outreach to activists they know and can vet to protect in-country trainers from regime surveillance.

INCREASING GOVERNMENT CAPACITY

Last, the challenges described are all magnified by steadily growing regime capacity for digital repression. Despite significant variation in technical competence across countries, most regimes are making up for lost time, increasing the pressure on a generation of digitally native activists that were once accustomed to nearly free rein over virtual space.14 Today’s Iranian activists—in stark contrast to a decade ago, when the regime was unfamiliar with digital tech—fear its cunning and devious digital surveillance program, which targets both local and diaspora activists. An Iranian activist living abroad described how Iranian officials had sought to entrap her with messages from her detained brother’s phone. In late 2020, Iran also engaged in advanced phishing efforts in Sweden with a malware app ostensibly designed to help Persian speakers obtain a local driver’s license.15

Nor is this escalating digital crackdown limited to Iran. A Russian activist recounted that, ten years ago, Russians of all stripes fearlessly posted on Facebook about anti-Putin protests. Now, he and other activists worry about the Kremlin’s tightening enforcement of digital speech and censorship laws, facilitated by ubiquitous SORM (System of Operational-Investigatory Measures) surveillance that has essentially unfettered access to unencrypted Russian internet traffic, alongside the regime’s growing capacity to block or throttle traffic from both international websites
and even VPNs. In Nicaragua, physical repression is coupled with a new (January 2021) cybercrimes law, which criminalizes any purportedly false or distorted news spread online, forcing activists underground. In South Sudan, to avoid National Security Service surveillance, activists do not speak about sensitive matters over the phone. Repressive regimes are also learning how to undermine common digital security tools, such as by blocking VPN providers or by intercepting two-factor authentication codes sent via SMS message. Still, the most worrisome repressive tool remains the most low-tech as regimes forcibly compel detained activists to unlock their devices and then identify other activists to target for arrest.

In sum, truly free online civic space is growing scarce, inducing a chilling effect among activists. The most glaring recent example is Hong Kong, where activists in 2020 frantically scrubbed their social media accounts in response to a new security law. Many Russian activists have fled the country. Although diaspora activists still operate online, they cannot join physical in-country protests, and some even limit their contact with activists remaining in Russia out of security concerns. Regardless, few of the activists interviewed expressed confidence that they could protect themselves online, and most are resigned to the idea that their governments could eventually break into their private lives if they decided to do so. Nor do regimes need to enact total crackdowns to trigger this chilling effect, as one Hong Kong activist explained: just one arrest per month is enough to scare activists into self-censorship. That many courageously accept the risks as a necessary sacrifice for activism makes them no less concerning.

Big Tech: Ally or Adversary?

Beyond hostile governments, activists also face challenges from international tech companies. These firms wield immense power to shape the possibilities of online activism, a reality that looms large in the minds of almost all those interviewed. As one activist and digital security trainer profanely put it, “The first thing I think when I wake up in the morning is what the f— did Facebook do today?” Big Tech has historically prioritized its profits over activists’ safety and aspirations, and its actions are often harmful to nonviolent campaigns.

Others have written extensively on human rights and Big Tech in the digital era. The following section highlights two main difficulties for activists: social media content moderation and the rapid proliferation of digital surveillance technologies.

SOCIAL MEDIA CONTENT MODERATION

Who is permitted to say what online is of vital importance for twenty-first-century nonviolent action. In this respect, social media companies have become governments unto themselves, delimiting freedom of speech across a diversity of social and political contexts but with little accountability in place for even egregious mistakes. Although content moderation poses an exceptional challenge under the best circumstances, Silicon Valley tech entrepreneurs have been—and largely remain—tragically ill-equipped to manage the ethical and moral responsibilities associated with content moderation.

Paradoxically, social media companies engage in both too little and too much content moderation. On the former, Facebook has rapidly expanded to many countries about which the company
Social media companies often accede to regime demands to remove opposition content, making them directly complicit in autocratic repression. This practice is shockingly routine and often occurs in response to private requests. Examples of unjustifiable censorship are so numerous as to defy comprehensive recording. The problem has only worsened as social media giants, overwhelmed by the enormous volume of daily posts, shift to algorithmic content moderation that incorporates systematic biases. Facebook has blocked pro-Palestinian posts that its censors mistakenly associate with terrorism; meanwhile, YouTube’s anti-violence censors are purging video evidence, posted by activists, of the Assad regime’s war crimes. Recently, Facebook empowered a new body, the Oversight Board, that has reversed some of its censorship decisions. Yet the millions of wrongful removals that go unresolved dwarf the Oversight Board’s limited time and resources for appeals.

Moreover, social media companies often accede to regime demands to remove opposition content, making them directly complicit in autocratic repression. This practice is shockingly routine and often occurs in response to private requests. For instance, Facebook CEO Mark Zuckerberg personally authorized censoring opposition content ahead of Vietnam’s party congress in January, and Google and Apple recently succumbed to pressure to remove opposition leader Alexei Navalny’s Smart Voting app on the day of Russia’s 2021 elections. That such censorship is antithetical to liberal democratic values is indisputable.

Content moderation at scale is a challenge with no straightforward solution. Automated censorship may curtail outbursts of hate speech but also inadvertently censor genuine activist content. For that reason, the European Union’s ongoing efforts to hold social media companies liable for content may backfire: companies may impose egregiously strict censorship to avoid legal exposure, thereby curtailing activists’ global reach. What is clear, however, is that social media giants have leapt into new markets with too little regard for potential safety concerns and all too often put their desire for profits ahead of the human rights of their activist users. That the Santa Clara Principles for content moderation—a relatively low bar—have been fully met only by Reddit suggests that activists’ fundamental mistrust of Big Tech is well-placed.

SURVEILLANCE TECHNOLOGIES
Another major concern is the sale of dual-use technologies to regimes that directly facilitate violent repression. The most prominent recent example is Israel’s NSO Group and its Pegasus spyware, which is ostensibly sold for counterterrorism purposes but is actually linked to the illicit surveillance of thousands of noncriminal targets by repressive regimes.
That said, the root of the problem is more mundane than bleeding-edge zero-click exploits. For years, the dual-use technology required for basic content filtering and surveillance has been sold by private corporations to brutal dictatorships, in some cases with the direct endorsement of the United States and other liberal Western democracies.25 This has enabled regimes that have no domestic tech industry to nevertheless develop enhanced digital repressive capacity. Among many other examples, the military regime in Myanmar has used Western surveillance equipment to crush ongoing opposition to the recent coup.26 South Sudan relies on Israeli surveillance technology to monitor its citizens.27 And Belarus used deep-packet inspection technology from the Canadian company Sandvine to blacklist opposition websites during its 2020 presidential election.28

In most of these democracies, trade in dual-use technology is purportedly regulated under existing law. Yet, as evidenced by the rapid spread of Western surveillance technology to the world’s autocracies, these regulations are weak, easily bypassed, and poorly enforced.29 Private industry has thus facilitated the global proliferation of digital repressive technologies, to activists’ detriment.

ADVOCATING FOR DIGITAL RIGHTS
In response to these challenges, activists have embraced the need for transnational advocacy in defense of digital rights. Modern social movements cannot abandon online activism, so activists are investing considerable effort to push back against Big Tech’s complicity with digital authoritarianism.

To start, activists work to appeal unjustified content moderation. Sometimes activists leverage personal ties with well-connected individuals in the tech industry or with journalists acting as conduits between activists and social media teams. For instance, in 2010, Google employee Wael Ghonim was able to use his clout as an employee of a major tech firm to quickly undo Facebook’s block on the “We Are All Khaled Saeed” page he administered, a major forum for discussing politics and police violence in Egypt, named after a young man beaten to death by police earlier that year.30 Similarly, one South Sudanese activist reported that he routinely communicates with Facebook to identify malicious users and help activists resolve problems. In other cases, broad transnational advocacy campaigns emerge to contest systematic abuse, often mobilizing on the offending platforms themselves, such as Palestinian campaigns against Facebook censorship.31

This system of redress is hardly ideal in that it privileges well-connected users with both English fluency and ties to US tech firms. One South Sudanese activist reported that he had been unable to get Facebook to either restore access to or remove his old account that regime agents had hacked. As mentioned, most user appeals of erroneous algorithmic censorship go unprocessed, and Facebook’s failures in Myanmar and Ethiopia further evidence the limits of activist outreach to social media companies. Nevertheless, persistent crowdsourced feedback is an essential tool in defense of users’ rights.

At a broader level, the need to advocate for digital rights has encouraged newfound specialization among activists around these issues. Some of the respondents interviewed for this report self-identified as digital rights activists and have dedicated themselves to preserving the internet as a space for free expression and social change. Those who did not have specialized technical skills often reported knowing someone or some group who did to whom they could turn
for assistance. Their efforts are paralleled by the activities of international organizations such as the EFF, Citizen Lab, the Paradigm Initiative, and many others that have formed durable working partnerships with activist communities, offering technical advice and training, documenting the global spread of spyware and other abusive practices, and lobbying both Big Tech and global governments for needed reforms.

These are welcome developments, suggesting that activist communities are steadily developing the knowledge, capacity, and international linkages required to combat digital authoritarianism. However, the playing field is still far from level because activists are competing against comparatively well-resourced repressive governments that also lobby Big Tech. These companies have demonstrated a willingness to comply with takedown requests and access restrictions to preserve market share despite activist outcry. Others knowingly sell advanced surveillance equipment to dictatorships for profit and cynically shirk responsibility when that technology is inevitably used to repress peaceful activists. As discussed in the following recommendations, public pressure has had some notable successes in compelling tech companies to change their behavior. Many of their dealings occur outside public view, however, and isolated victories absent broader regulation are an inadequate check on Big Tech’s excesses.
Policy Recommendations: Accelerating Activist Innovations

The dynamics described here are a snapshot in time of a broader process, that of the ever-changing balance of digital capabilities between activists and autocrats. In account after account, activists describe how the rapid pace of technological change has both favorably and unfavorably shifted this balance of power. Activists are highly motivated to innovate and often the first to recognize the advantages of new technologies. Authoritarian opponents may only belatedly appreciate this potential; yet once they recognize the threat, they marshal superior resources to erase activists’ initial advantage, requiring a new cycle of tactical and technological innovation for activists to regain parity, if not the upper hand. This technological balance between activists and autocrats is constantly evolving. Thus, the rise of digital authoritarianism is not a one-and-done event, but is instead an ongoing process of interaction and learning among activists, autocrats, and tech companies.

In this light, rising to the challenge of digital authoritarianism requires action on two parallel fronts. First, activist communities and their international backers should strive to quicken the pace of movement innovation in response to digital opportunities and constraints. Second, the United States and other liberal democracies should make it a priority to obstruct, punish, and otherwise slow the pace of autocratic innovation in digital repressive technologies.

ACCELERATING ACTIVIST ADAPTATIONS TO EMERGENT TECHNOLOGY

An essential response to increasingly sophisticated digital authoritarianism is to improve activists’ ability to quickly innovate and adapt to new challenges. Notably, short-term recommendations or technical fixes for immediate problems are necessary but inadequate. Certain standard recommendations are uncontroversial, such as using end-to-end encryption, password managers, and reliable VPNs that do not log traffic and regularly shift across servers. Yet even these come with contextual caveats. One digital security expert highlighted that their activist training always begins with a careful contextual analysis, a holistic view of how that group operates. A myopic focus on technical recommendations can come dangerously close to victim blaming, criticizing activists for not adopting specific tools yet eliding the many political, social, and psychological pressures that shape their choices.

Moreover, any specific recommendations will inevitably be made obsolete by events, in this realm even more rapidly than most. Even in the short term, autocrats are taking steps to counter the technical adaptations described in this report, for instance, by seeking to regulate VPN usage, as a 2017 Russian VPN law does, or by isolating their domestic internet from the global internet, as Iran does. In the longer term, technological advances just over the horizon will almost certainly disrupt the balance of power between autocrats and activists. Scalable quantum computers, which could emerge within the next decade, would likely render existing encryption obsolete overnight, imperiling activists’ digital security but also empowering activists seeking to uncover hidden evidence of
government abuse. Advances in artificial intelligence may soon allow authoritarian governments to sift through enormous volumes of surveillance data, identifying patterns that reveal activists. Improvements in blockchain technology could make cryptocurrency (currently unavailable to most activists because of technical barriers) an easy way of fundraising outside government surveillance. Easily accessible, low-latency satellite internet service could decentralize internet access points, thereby crippling autocratic censorship and surveillance.

A more detailed examination of these new technologies is beyond the scope of this report. Any one of these innovations has the potential to radically shift the technological ground on which activists and autocrats compete in multiple, unpredictable ways. Instead, this report emphasizes that what activists need is not a specific technical response to today’s challenges, but rather shifts in the activist ecosystem to accelerate learning and adaptation to the rapid pace of technological change, for both today and the days to come.

One way to achieve this acceleration is greater diffusion of training in basic digital security and strategic thinking about digital threats. Various forms of digital repression will eventually come to prominence in almost every country, yet, as noted, global inequities in who can access digital security training are significant. International efforts have focused on a handful of high-profile countries, such as Russia and Iran, whose activist communities are now saturated with digital security knowledge, even as activists in more peripheral or lower capacity autocracies have little to no access. A Western and English-speaking bias in the digital activism and security space is also a major hindrance to the spread of digital innovation through activist communities.

In this vein, international efforts should focus on expanding training beyond “priority” countries most closely associated with digital authoritarianism and to countries where this challenge is still latent. A concerted effort to translate digital security knowledge into more languages would go far toward accelerating the pace of activist learning. Moreover, these efforts should move beyond a simple “information dump” training model. A crash course on digital security basics is only one small part in a larger strategy of accelerating activist adaptation to digital authoritarianism. Instead, international actors should pursue holistic training that not only covers the fundamentals of good digital hygiene but also considers how digital activism connects with
Digital activism and repression are both largely made possible by technology companies based in Western democracies. Decisions made in Silicon Valley boardrooms have spillover effects from Moscow to Managua. Real-world activism, critically interrogates current trends in digital activism and how they might change over time, and offers support for the psychological burdens associated with digital activism, among other valuable topics.

Another wise long-term investment for international actors is to facilitate the growth of robust transnational activist networks. As a Belarusian activist put it, “What we need is knowledge management and knowledge sharing. . . . When we were creating solutions in Belarus, we didn’t even know where to ask. We had to build everything from scratch. If we could have gotten experience from other countries it would have saved us a lot of time and effort.” As another activist and digital security trainer put it, “Knowing other activists’ stories helps us know our mistakes faster and helps us strategize. It’s a powerful motivator to know you’re not alone.”

Evidence is abundant that convening activists from a broad range of contexts to share stories and lessons learned is one of the most effective forms of external support. Transnational activist networks have been crucial to many of the most important strategic developments in nonviolent action in recent decades. The international community can help forge such networks, providing forums for discussion and learning about activism and digital security. The more comprehensive these networks, and the more readily information flows within them, the more likely it is that relevant innovations generated in one context can be rapidly adopted in another.

Separately, international donors and supporters of nonviolent action should better incorporate digital security as an essential component of all projects conducted in potentially repressive contexts. Several activists said that it was difficult to convince international funders to seriously consider the operational costs associated with basic digital security measures such as VPN licenses, secure computers and phones, or encrypted cloud storage. Funders should carefully assess the digital landscape with as much care as they would a country’s political or economic landscape when choosing partners and designing programming. As a matter of course, external supporters for nonviolent action campaigns should scrutinize their own digital security to identify potential weak spots that leave their activist partners vulnerable.

STIFLING AUTOCRATIC INNOVATION

At the same time, international actors should also strive to restrain digital authoritarianism by denying autocrats access to the tools, technologies, and knowledge required to innovate new repressive techniques. Here, democratic states hoping to support the free, peaceful expression of grievances through nonviolent action have a crucial role to play. Digital activism and repression are both largely made possible by technology companies based in Western democracies, the most influential of which are in the United States. Decisions made in Silicon Valley boardrooms have spillover effects from Moscow to Managua.

In turn, intergovernmental coordination around strict, extensive, and well-enforced controls on the distribution of dual-use surveillance technology are essential. On this count, states have already taken some steps in the right direction. The European Union is working with clear determination to tighten its regulation of tech companies, most prominently through the Digital Services Act, which will likely become law in 2022. The United States has also begun to take export
controls on dual-use technology more seriously, recently adding more tech companies (including Israel’s NSO Group) to the Commerce Department’s Entity List, which prohibits US companies from exporting technology to included parties, and adopting new regulations that bar the export of intrusion software and other cybersecurity technology without an approved license.37

Beyond aligning tech companies’ financial incentives with basic human rights, tougher export controls could also launch a much-needed normative shift in US cybersecurity policy. For most of the past two decades, the United States has embraced privacy-invading tools in the name of counterterrorism, and at activists’ expense. Moving forward, Washington should strive to cultivate new global norms of privacy and encryption, investing resources to improve access to encryption and anti-surveillance technology while conditioning foreign aid on state guarantees to abide by foundational principles of digital privacy. It should also engage with social media companies to encourage them to resist autocratic regimes’ demands to remove critical content or provide users’ identifying information in almost all circumstances. Although fully examining available policy measures is beyond the scope of this report, in general, the United States will ultimately be better off pursuing new norms of privacy and online freedom than in maintaining a status quo wholly incompatible with the pursuit of human rights in the digital era.

Last, public pressure is also an important source of leverage against obstinate corporations and repressive regimes alike. For example, recent public outcry about Sandvine’s filtering technology enabling internet shutdowns in Belarus successfully pressured the company to end its contract with the Belarusian government.38 Similarly, the combination of public outrage and government pressure in response to revelations about NSO Group’s misdeeds led Israel to slash its permitted cyber export list to exclude a number of violent autocracies.39 Various forms of external pressure can also be wielded directly against offending autocracies themselves, magnifying the “dictator’s digital dilemma,” in which digital repression leads to significant public backlash and loss of reputation.40

As the front lines of emergent technology shift in the coming years, the digital balance of power between repressive autocrats and the nonviolent activists who oppose them will change in unpredictable ways. Whatever new technologies the future brings, international actors can help tip the scales in favor of nonviolent activists, both by bolstering activists’ strategic capacity to respond to technological advances and by hindering autocrats’ ability to use emerging technologies to repress peaceful change. Following such a determined and coordinated effort, digital technologies may finally live up to their promise as the tools of mass liberation.
Interestingly, the spur to VPN adoption often appears to be government attempts to fully ban popular online content, such as Instagram or YouTube—see William R. Hobbs and Margaret E. Roberts, “How Sudden Censorship Can Increase Access to Information,” *American Political Science Review* 112, no. 3 (August 2018): 621–36.


27. Amnesty International, “These Walls Have Ears.”


31. For example, see Tell Facebook: Stop Silencing Palestine, www.stopsilencingpalestine.com.


33. See, for example, the many potential scenarios described in Miles Brundage et al., “The Malicious Use of Artificial Intelligence: Forecasting, Prevention, and Mitigation,” ArXiv Preprint, February 2018.
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